
Attention Georgia Photographers! 
Join us on Wassaw National Wildlife Refuge for  

endless photographic opportunities!   
 

The Caretta Research Project, a hands-on research, conservation and edu-
cation program that protects the threatened loggerhead sea turtles that nest on 
Wassaw NWR, has open spots on the week of May 11-18.    Since turtle activi-
ty is  typically VERY slow during first two weeks (sometimes we don’t see any 
during the first week), we are offering the spots at a discount of $550/person/
week which includes transportation each Saturday to and from Wassaw, rustic 
accommodations and excellent food.  We patrol the beach all night long looking 
for nesting turtles, collecting data and protecting nests, and come in at dawn 
and sleep during the day.   Half week stays for $275 may be available, but full 
week reservations get priority. 
 
The CRP will provide all meals and expect you to help patrol at night.  Other 
than that, your days are yours, to sleep, hike, photograph, etc.  There are am-
ple opportunities for night photography, sunrise in the boneyard, sunset over 
the marsh, wildlife shots, and a beautiful, undeveloped island to photograph! 
 
VOLUNTEERS:  Volunteers must be in good health (there may be lots of walk-
ing), and have a positive attitude to put up with bugs, humidity and no privacy! 
 
ACCOMODATIONS:  Accommodations are very rustic, with no electricity or 
comforts of home.  Volunteers stay in a one-room dorm w/ 6 beds, an indoor 
bathroom and an outdoor, cold water shower.  But, we feed you well! 
 
Also-please note-we still have spots on prime weeks open throughout the rest 
of the season for full price of $825!  Turtle activity picks up and a full week 
commitment is a priority. 
 
Please contact Kris Williams for more information at 912-704-9323 or wassaw-
crp@aol.com.  Or check us out at www.carettaresearchproject.org and like us 
on Facebook https://www.facebook.com/CarettaResearchProject/ ! 
 
 


